Introduction

This essay will discuss some of my (and my colleagues') work with a large general education oceanography class at UCSB (1995, 2000). The class currently has 70 to 100 students and satisfies a quantitative science and writing requirement for the undergraduate major. The students range from freshman to seniors and who represent a wide variety of science and non-science majors.

The course goals focus on 3 major learning themes:

1. Facts about oceanography
   a. ocean basins
   b. atmosphere and climate
   c. waves and beaches
   d. life in the ocean and world fisheries
2. Science process
3. Implications for the future

The strategies for attaining these goals are diagrammed in figure 1, below. These include the acquisition of factual knowledge through reading, homework assignments, and lecture, and the support for learning higher level skills through writing and reviewing science papers. Extensive research, and our own personal experience as scientists, supports the value of writing for increasing student understanding of both science process and content (Bazerman and others, 2005). The writing assignments focus on the development of argumentation skills that use earth data. The students are guided and motivated to achieve these goals through the use of online tools that automatically grade homework assignments, enable on-demand course grade calculation, and online writing that supports the "calibrated peer review" methodology (more later).
The EarthEd Online Software

The course goals are supported by a course management system that I call "EarthEd Online" (Prothero, 2005). It supports the course goals by providing a secure interface for students to enter homework answers, compute their grades, access the course assignment descriptions, acquire Earth data, and engage in the online writing and peer review activities. It differs from commercial course management system in its extensive support for online writing and its integration with viewers for earth and ocean data. Graphic images that show, for example, earthquake epicenter plots, cross-sections, etc, are required for earth science writing. So the generation of data representations (images) and incorporation of images into the writing assignments (both data generated and student drawings) is robustly supported. In addition, the online writing module supports both online grading by the instructor or teaching assistants and the "Calibrated Peer Review" method (Rossel and others, 1998; Heise and others, 2003; SERC, http://serc.carleton.edu/introgeo/peerreview/cpr.html), which will be discussed in more detail later.
Assignments that use Earth data

Here I will discuss the 4 writing assignments that were part of the Winter quarter, 2005 oceanography class. Normally, it is only possible to give two writing assignments, but the efficiency and effectiveness of the "Calibrated Peer Review" method allowed 4 assignments without reaching acceptable teaching assistant workload limits. The topics were:

1. Plate tectonics: students were asked to study the plate boundary at two locations. One was a subduction zone and the other was a spreading center. Assignment description at: http://oceanography.geol.ucsb.edu/~gs4/w2005/writing_assignments/Plate Tectonics_Assig.htm
2. Indian Monsoon: use pressure, temperature, wind, and rainfall data to show the important driving processes for the Indian Monsoon. The assignment description is at: http://oceanography.geol.ucsb.edu/~gs4/w2005/writing_assignments/MonsoonCPR_Writing.htm Data links are at: http://oceanography.geol.ucsb.edu/~gs4/w2005/a_Ingrid_Data.html
3. Earth's Climate: discuss the major factors influencing the Earth's climate, discuss the paleoclimate and historical climate records, climate change scenarios, and recommend a climate policy. Assignment description at: http://oceanography.geol.ucsb.edu/~gs4/w2005/writing_assignments/Ocean_Climate_CPR.htm

The Data Viewers:

The data for the assignments are available through the "Our Dynamic Planet" CDROM, which was authored by W. Prothero. the IRI/LDEO Climate Data Library, and various other web browser available data sources. First, the "Our Dynamic Planet" viewer will be discussed.

"Our Dynamic Planet" is available as a stand-alone CDROM or integrated into the EarthEd Online software system. When combined with EarthEd Online, it supports seamless capture and
upload of the data images for inclusion in student writing. Figure 2 is a screen shot of the module index, which shows the available functions.

Figure 2. Index screen of "Our Dynamic Planet." The CD contains a complete package of materials to help the learner understand the principles of plate tectonics, and acquire the data that supports investigations of plate boundaries and processes.

Figure 3, below, shows the MAP module where data are plotted, captured, and uploaded to the student's graphics library. When in stand-alone mode, the graphic images are saved to the student's local hard drive where they can be edited, printed, or imported to a word processor. Data types that are supported are elevation (ETOPO5 DEM), earthquakes in map and cross-section views (PDEs), seafloor age, volcanoes, island ages, and heat flow. With these data, it is possible to determine the difference between the 3 major boundary types, study seafloor spreading rates, and hot spots. Several high resolution DEMs are available for the East Pacific Rise and Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

Appendix I has more detail on the "Our Dynamic Planet" CDROM software and capabilities.
A wealth of data is available from IRI/LDEO Climate Data Library. Unfortunately, this data site is meant for researchers and the user interface is not applicable, in its raw form, for general education student use. However, it is possible to create links that take students to the correct data display, allow them to select the time periods that they want and copy the images to their clipboard for the EarthEd Online upload process. In this way, inexperienced students can still
access the relevant data without spending a great deal of time learning a complex user interface. Figure 4 shows a wind vector plot from this library.

The data resources for the assignments on Climate and World Fisheries are from the web pages of various government agencies (NASA, EPA, National Academy of Sciences, Scientific American, etc.). The World Fisheries assignment was also supported by web links to publicly available web sites (NOAA, Monterey Bay Aquarium, National Fisheries Institute, etc.).

**Some other data viewers**

There are two other data viewers that I have helped develop. These are mentioned because they are also potentially useful in oceanography courses. The first is the "Marine Virtual Explorer." It consists of a virtual reality exploration of the seafloor on the East Pacific Rise at 9°N. It also includes a tour of the Alvin and its support ship, the Atlantis II. Figure 5, below shows the exploration screen. The learner explores the region by moving the submarine through a network of "nodes" while making a map of the area. The goal is to interest the learner in life at a mid-ocean ridge and to acquire map-making skills in the process.

Figure 5. Alvin submarine control panel. Move the mouse over each screen item to see determine its function. The most important functions are indicated in the text boxes above.

The Global Ocean Data Viewer (GLODV) accesses and displays data from the World Ocean Atlas, 1998, and also selected data from the IRI/LDEO Climate Data Library.
It was created using a combination of the ESRI computation engine and Macromedia Director. The project was a trial run collaborative project between myself and New Media Studio. New Media Studio is anxious to develop other collaborations with scientists/educators to develop data access and visualization modules using this resource.

Figure 6. Global Ocean Data Viewer. This viewer displays Ocean Atlas 98 data in map and section view.

The current GLODV allows the student to select map or cross section plots of ocean data for display. When monthly or seasonal data are selection, it can be animated so that temporal changes can be viewed. The data display window can be captured and uploaded to the student’s personal graphics library.

The World Ocean Atlas-98 data is climatology data. This means that it is averaged over many years. For monthly data, the average is over the same month, for many years. The corresponding average is done for seasonal and yearly. This means that variations that occur over a single year are averaged out. This kind of data is very good for looking at overall global patterns, but not so good for looking at what is happening during a specific year (e.g. El Nino).

The GLODV viewer has been expanded to access selected data from the IRI/LDEO Climate Data Library. The PMEL ferret data library is another possible library that can provide data images for GLODV.
Posing Effective Writing Assignments Using Data

There are a number of issues that must be addressed if students are to be successful in science writing assignments that use data. Most have very poor science writing backgrounds, so it is necessary to explicitly teach them how to construct a science paper. At another level of detail, most students need to be instructed in how to create a scientific argument. The separation of observations and interpretations is the first challenge. This is not trivial, because this discrimination is content and context specific. For example, suppose a geologist picks up a rock sample and wants to get it dated to construct a tectonic model. She sends the sample to a dating lab, which puts it in an analyzer that provides isotope ratios, then returns it to the geologist. To the tech at the dating lab, the readings on the mass spectrometer chart are the observations and the isotope ratios are the interpretations. To the geologist, the isotope ratios are the observations and the dates derived from them are the interpretations. It's a good idea to appreciate the challenges a naïve student faces when trying to sort this out. I solve this problem by explicitly telling students that figures from the MAP (for the plate tectonics assignment) are observations and their inference about plate boundary types are interpretations.

Depending on the length of the assignment, I ask students to prepare their paper with the following headings:

- Introduction
- Methods
- Observations
- Interpretations
- References

A more extensive paper might also include an abstract and discussion section. Appendix II contains the instructions I provide students for the first plate tectonics writing assignment. It explains, in detail, what I expect for the contents of each heading of the paper.

Calibrated Peer Review (CPR) and the Writing Assignments

As scientists, we know the value of peer review. Reading the good (or bad) writing of others helps us improve our own writing. As teachers, we also know the difficulty we have in explaining the difference between a good paper and a mediocre paper. The best tactic is often to
let the student read a good paper and try to figure out the differences for him/herself. The grading process is also extremely burdensome. In large classes where TA's do much of the grading, we have to rely on the skills of the TA, and the paper shuffle makes it extremely difficult to monitor TA commenting and grading. Online writing and grading helps solve these problems and the CPR method (Russell, 1998; Heise, 2002; also: http://cpr.molsci.ucla.edu/) helps even more.

I began to assign science papers in 1993. Students handed in two copies of their papers, which were graded by TA's and returned to students. This left me without a permanent record of the TA comments. Later, when working with colleagues to study student writing in more detail, I found numerous instances where papers given an A were really C papers, etc. (Takao, 2002). In fact, the correlation between grades that I would have assigned and TA assigned grades was not strong, even after discussing sample papers with TA's and making sure they understood what I wanted. As I developed the EarthEd Online software, I implemented online writing capability. Students gather data images and upload them to their personal graphics library (through EarthEd), write their paper, and hand it in online. The TA or professor then assigns points according to a score-sheet that is displayed on the screen. A comment is simply dragged into the text from either a preset list of comments or from immediate text box entries. When the paper commenting and grading is complete, the paper can be stored in a holding area or returned to the student.

Figure 7. EarthEd Writer screens. The figure on the left shows a student paper with a linked image displayed. The figure on the right shows what a TA would see when grading the paper. The comment box is open and a comment is being dragged onto the paper text. The "Rubric" tab displays the score-sheet, where item grades are assigned.
The online writing software made writing assignments easier to manage. I could review TA grading and comments before papers were returned to students and papers didn't get lost. But, the grading still required a great deal of TA time.

During the Winter quarter of 2005, I added software to allow students to review each others' papers according to the "Calibrated Peer Review" method. With this method, students score 3 instructor prepared papers, 3 of their peers' papers and their own paper. Learning is increased and effort spent grading is reduced. Here's how it works:

Elements of a "CPR" assignment:
1. The assignment description
2. A scoring rubric that students will use to score papers
3. Three "calibration" papers, scored by the instructor
4. Other resources, instructions, etc. that students need to complete the assignment.
5. For data intensive explorations, a list of links or resources to allow acquisition of data or data representations

To do the assignment, the student:
1. Writes paper. Use EarthEd Online screen or write in Word and paste in text.
2. Hands in paper before due date/time (click the "hand in button")
3. Begins review of "calibration" papers 24hrs after the hand-in due date. (Students are prompted if their average item grade for a "heading" is greater than a preset value)
4. Reviews 3 peer papers (randomly assigned and anonymous)
5. Reviews own paper

The paper grade is computed from:
1. Peer grades (3) weighted by each reviewer's rms variation from the calibration paper item scores
2. Prof or TA grade if student requests it. This grade over-rides the peer grade.

A grade is also given for the quality of the student's reviews. It is based on:
1. Difference between grade given peers and final grade each peer received
2. Difference between final grade for own paper and score for own paper
3. RMS deviation of calibration paper scores relative to "correct" scores
4. All weights and point settings are configured by the instructor.

The system encourages students to carefully grade their peers because of they get points for the quality of their reviews.

The ease with which students can copy text from web pages makes academic integrity a serious concern. The online system makes it possible to compare student papers and/or submit them to an online service such as turnitin.com. There is also an advantage of having a permanent record
of student writing, which includes the scores received for each item of the score-sheet and TA comments. The EarthEd software allows the instructor to configure it so that text pasted from outside the writer is italicized. However, some students prefer to write in Word and paste text into the heading fields, which makes the italicized approach inconvenient.

The effective use of CPR requires some care. The instructor must identify measurable outcomes from the assignment and be able to embody those outcomes in a score-sheet that the students can use without being writing experts. I suspect that a greater number of shorter assignments are better than a few longer ones. Shorter assignments allow the student to see how much their writing is improving and it also makes the peer review process more manageable for them. When I implemented the plate tectonics assignment, I made the score-sheet items more explicit than the score-sheet used for assignments given in previous courses, graded by TA's. For example, the TA graded score-sheet had the item: "Multiple data sources are used, when appropriate, to identify geological features." The CPR assignment item was changed to: "Multiple data sources are used, when appropriate, to identify geological features. Elevation, quake and volcano data should be used for region A, and elevation, age, and quake data should be used for region B." I was even more explicit for the monsoon assignment, specifying each data type that should be used. Appendix III is the score-sheet for the plate tectonics writing assignment.

**Teaching Scientific Argumentation**

Most scientists, especially myself, learned scientific writing through practice, not through direct instruction. I found that it took some reading and reflection on my own practices to isolate the critical elements that I included, almost without thought, into my own writing. These elements were clarified through the work of Kelly, Chen, and Prothero (2000) through studies of the writings of my oceanography students. Kelly and Chen isolated a number of "rhetorical levels," which I translated into a somewhat more student-friendly language. These levels consist of 6 issues that must be addressed by my students in their papers. One or more statements must be made that:

1. Include an observation, or description of an observation.
2. Name or classify an observation in terms of geological features.
3. Describe a feature that has been observed and classified, or that the author implies has been observed and classified.
4. Describes relationships between different observed and classified features.
5. Describes or explains a model or theory.
6. Describes relationships between and/or observed features that match (or disagree with) model features.

So, for the plate tectonics paper, the student would access the MAP software and capture images of elevation plots, earthquake plots, etc (1). Then she/he would identify the feature as, for example, a trench (2). The observations would need to be sufficient to identify the feature. The author could then describe the feature, e.g. a trench 1,000km in length, descending to a depth of 8,345m, trending North/South (3). The topographic feature could then be compared with a plot of volcanoes and noted that the volcanoes follow parallel to the trench (4). When a sufficient amount of data and a variety of data types are discussed, the model could be discussed. I ask students to draw a cartoon-like model of a cross-section of the structure, e.g. a subducting slab. The student needs to describe the model and discuss its major features (5). Then, the model must be matched up with the observations (6), e.g. the cartoon shows the quakes descending with the downgoing slab and volcanoes receiving melt from depth.

Appendix IV is an activity to help students become aware of the elements of a science argument. It asks students to classify statements in two papers and attempt to determine which one has the best argument. Unless they are instructed, most can't tell the difference. Prof. S. Thomas at Baldwin Wallace College has used the "Our Dynamic Planet" CDROM to support science writing in an introductory geology class. She requires students to count, in their paper, the number of each kind of the sentence types listed above, and finds that it results in better papers (S. Thomas, pers. comm.).

**Scaffolding for the writing assignments**

It is important to prepare students for the writing assignments. They need to learn the principles and processes important for an understanding of the topic, learn how to manipulate the software to acquire the data images, learn to use the Writer software in EarthEd, and become familiar with the data that will be used. Further complicating the matter, students are likely come into the course with expectations that they will be given a procedure to follow, especially when the come from a high school where education standards focus on content memorization for quizzes. Students may resist an expectation that they develop understanding and that they engage in some
exploration and struggle with the meaning of the data prior to beginning their writing. So, it is
desirable to explicitly address this issue, at least for the first writing assignment. Students should
be informed, up front, that they need to first understand the topic, then figure out, based on their
understanding, what data are important and how it can be used to support a model or theory.

Sequence of scaffolding activities for plate tectonics:

The plate tectonics paper is due at the beginning of the fourth week of class. This gives students
even time to become familiar with the course, EarthEd software, and the data they will access
for their paper. The labs consist of 2 hour sessions in a room with computers around the
periphery and empty tables in the center.

1. Week 1
   a. Lecture
      i. History of Oceanography
      ii. Earth formation
      iii. Earth Interior
      iv. in-class activities (e.g. Appendix IV), prior to lab 2
   b. Prelab homework: familiarization with syllabus and course requirements
   c. Lab section:
      i. familiarization with Class resources
      ii. EarthEd logon, homework entry, and grade calculation

2. Week 2
   a. Lecture
      i. Physiography
      ii. Plate tectonics
      iii. Reading about plate tectonics, prior to lab.
      iv. in-class software demonstration (EarthEd and "Our Dynamic Planet"
module), prior to lab session
      v. in-class activities (e.g. Appendix IV), prior to lab 2.
      vi. Alternate possibility: discussion of answers posted online to thought
questions prior to lecture ("Just in Time Teaching": this has been used in
the past, but was not used during Winter 2005)
   b. Prelab homework
      i. Due at lab 1: math review, units, units conversions, significant figures, etc.
   c. Lab section
      i. Writer: beach description activity and discussion of interpretations and
observations
      ii. Profile game and "Our Dynamic Planet" data resources
      iii. How to make a class presentation

3. Week 3
   a. Lecture
      i. Evidence for plate tectonics
      ii. writing about plate tectonics
iii. Inside Hawaiian Volcanoes video
   b. Prelab homework
      i. questions about maps, lat/lon, and plate tectonics
   c. Lab section
      i. "Our Dynamic Planet" activity to find the major plate boundaries
      ii. Presentation of findings to peers in lab section
4. Week 4: Plate tectonics paper due
5. Week 5: Peer reviews due

The beginning assignment is introduced at a somewhat leisurely pace to allow students to fully familiarize themselves with the EarthEd software system. The schedule for the subsequent activities is much tighter, with a CPR assignment due about every two weeks. Each writing assignment is preceded by a lab section to familiarizes students with the data they will be using.

**Results from Winter, 2005 Oceanography application of CPR method**

In this section I will discuss the results of my first attempt at using the CPR method. Overall, I was quite pleased with the quality of the peer reviews. Figure 8 shows a plot of the curved score

![Image of report screen showing curved grade distribution for Monsoon CPR paper.](image-url)
distribution for the Monsoon CPR paper. Grades are A: 90-100%, B: 80-90%, C: 70-80%, D: 60-70%, F: < 60%. The cutoffs and weights for the various grade calculation items are set by the teacher. Each student's detailed grade items are listed in the "Student's assignment info:" text field. The main question is whether peer grading is accurate enough to use for assigning a grade for the paper. However, to mitigate any possibility of unfairness, a student may request a TA to grade his/her paper, for any reason. The plot of figure 9 (left) shows the distribution of the difference between peer assigned grades and grades students gave their own paper. On the right, the distribution is for the difference between the peer assigned grade and teacher assigned grade, for the 20 papers that were graded by a TA or myself.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Own/Peer grade differences</th>
<th>Teacher/Peer grade differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;100%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;100%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;95%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;95%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;90%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;90%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;85%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;85%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;80%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;80%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;75%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;75%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;70%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;70%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;65%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;65%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;60%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;60%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;55%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;55%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;50%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;50%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;45%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;45%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;40%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;40%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;35%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;35%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;30%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;30%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;25%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;20%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;20%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;15%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;15%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;10%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;5%, 1, 0</td>
<td>&lt;5%, 0, 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;0%</td>
<td>&lt;0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Distribution of differences between raw peer assigned scores and author assigned scores (left) and difference between teacher and peer assigned grade (right). The teaching assistants graded 21 out of the 61 papers that were submitted.

The distributions show a good relationship between the peer scores and teacher scores. 17 out of 20 papers graded by the TAs were closer than 10%. There was a wider variation in how students rated their own paper vs how their peers rated their paper. Prior to assigning a final grade, papers with the greatest difference between the author's self grade and the peer grade were graded by the TAs, who in almost every case agreed with the peer grade to within a very few points. Most of the times the TA score was lower than the peer score. For this assignment, a one point difference is about 1% of the final paper grade, so a 10 point score difference would produce a full grade level change. These results show extremely good consistency, in my opinion. Comparisons of my grades with TA grades for past oceanography papers show differences of 20% or more and only marginal correlation with more detailed rhetorical analyses (Kelly and others, 2000; Takao
and others, 2002). Part of this effect is most likely due to a significantly more specific scoring rubric and to less TA burnout reading and commenting on student papers.

Students were asked how the CPR assignments affected their learning. One of the questions, posed in an online survey near the end of the course, was:

"Compared to a normal writing assignment where the paper is handed in on paper, graded by a teacher or TA, then returned, do you think the calibrated peer review system helps you learn the subject matter better? (comments welcome)"

- Learned more responses: 25
- About the same responses: 8
- Learned less responses: 8
- Completely ineffective: 11

Some of the positive comments were:

"Even though EarthEd has it's problems, providing a universal piece of software that allows for multi-content access at home, and provides a standard for accessing/grading/doing assignments, cannot be surpassed.

More classes need to be software supported such as this one."

"It's a great format."

"It's nice to have immediate content with peer reviews, as well as being able to compare the paper to the rubric on hand."

Typical negative comments were:

"What would have helped more is an outline from you telling us how to write a science paper on each of the subjects."

"Complete waste of time."

"Most of my peers' papers that I have read were not what you wanted and seemed to talk about things that weren't relevant (sic) to the course."

"My peers do not know how to write as well as my TAs"

Some of the comments indicated that students may have interpreted the question to be asking whether they learned from their peers' papers, rather than from the CPR system as a whole. I looked, in more detail, at students who rated the CPR method as "completely ineffective" to see
what was going on with them. Among them were final course grades of 1 D, 4 C's, and 6 B's. All but one did not do the last paper assignment. Two of the students had A's for all 3 of their papers, but did not do the last one. Most of the comments asserted that the grading methods were unfair or had a complaint about the way the assignment was posed (from too vague to too restrictive). Three were critical of the EarthEd software, complaining that it was not Word, didn't have a spell check or was difficult to learn and use. There was some justification for software complaints because they were exposed to a new version and a few students were adversely affected by bugs, but these were quickly fixed and distributed to students through an automatic update system. Class announcements and email messages invited students who felt their grade was unfair to ask for a TA grade, so apparently the students who thought CPR was unfair were not at lecture or were not listening. There were complaints that assignments were not completely spelled out. One student was very critical that the score-sheet was not made public prior to the assignment due date. Another criticized the existence of a score-sheet and preferred to just write everything he knew about a subject, to get a higher grade.

I also examined the final exam scores to see if there was a difference that might be attributed to the CPR method. I taught oceanography almost the same in Winter 2004, Spring 2004, and Winter 2005. The only difference was that in Winter 2005 I removed the weekly thought question assignment and reduced the homework workload, but added the CPR writing assignments. I gave an identical final exam during the 3 versions. The exam was not particularly targeted toward the CPR assignments and past attempts failed to see differences in final exam scores when I changed the course. Of course, the final exam only tests content knowledge and I hope that the writing activities improve student understanding of science process, etc. The final exam copies were collected after the exam, so copies were not circulating among the student population. The mean scores were:

\textbf{Average scores:}

- Winter 2004: 20 students, average: 69%
- Spring 2004: 52 students, average: 67%
- Winter 2005: 74 students, average: 75%

The winter 2004 and spring 2004 courses had very close averages, with the winter 2005 version up by 5 to 7%. Could this happen at random? The standard deviation of the mean for Winter 2005 is 1.5%. If it is assumed that the grades are normally distributed and there are no biasing
effects, the likelihood of this happening at random is less than 0.1%. The similarity of the classes and consistency in average grade for winter 2004 and spring 2005 classes, except for the CPR writing assignments during winter 2005 argues for a positive effect in content assimilation due to the CPR method.

**Other Observations about UCSB Oceanography**

I would like to offer some additional observations about the oceanography students at UCSB. First, most students own their own computer. I always install the EarthEd software in a UCSB computer lab that is available to students, but very few use it. All but a few students are able to install and successfully use the EarthEd software on their own computer. This is their preferred way to access the course resources. On the whole, they are bright, interested, resourceful and forgiving of minor glitches. The biggest technology problems students have are caused by viruses, spyware, corrupted systems, and no place to go to get technical support. Learning EarthEd is challenging for some students. Some do not seem to read instructions and ignore emails. Also, there seems to be a fairly high initial dropout rate during the first two weeks. The workload is higher in my version of oceanography, and I have polled students who reply that they have dropped out because of this.

**Conclusions and Summary Comments**

I have discussed the use of earth data and writing assignments in a general education science course. The importance of a science literate populace to the well-being of our society is unarguable. Investigating, writing, and analyzing others’ assertions is a skill needed for voters to support sensible environmental and science policies. The best way to learn a skill is to do it. The same applies to science. We have the tools to deliver robust science experiences to our students, so let’s get on with it!
References:


Appendix I

Our Dynamic Planet for Plate Tectonics Investigations

The following section describes the modules in Our Dynamic Planet. This is a demonstration that is best if you have the CD running on your computer and go through the specified operations. After you click on the “Our Dynamic Planet” button in the Office screen you will see the screen of figure 2, below.

Figure 2. Workshop screen. This is an index of the tools that are available to you.

Move the mouse over the icons along the bottom of the screen to display the purpose of each of the tools. The Plate Tectonics Lecture is from a 30 minute animated video created by Prof. Tanya Atwater in the 1980’s. It is broken into segments so that you can repeat any portion that you find confusing. The Profile Game helps the student focus on aspects of the elevation profile that will be needed to effectively interpret the MAP data. The geography game was created for students who have not had experience recognizing important geographic features on a world map. It will review the oceans, continents, seas, and other features of interest to marine geologists. The MAP tool is where earth data are accessed and displayed for the science investigation. The Graphics Workshop allows the student to edit and print images that are captured using the MAP tool. The Graphics Workshop to create free form drawings. The drawings can be printed or copied to a floppy disc or zip disc for use on another computer.

The software tools are easy to figure out. They will be discussed in more detail below.
Be sure to notice "rollover help" at first to familiarize yourself with the function of each button. This help works differently from that in the EarthEd modules. The help instructions appear in the text box at the upper right corner of the screen.

Figure 3. Virtual lecture. A series of animations and still images that will tell you about the theory of plate tectonics and interesting facts about volcanoes.

Plate Tectonics Lecture (video by Prof. Tanya Atwater, 1980)

The plate tectonics lecture will let you, at your leisure, view an animated explanation of the theory of plate tectonics. You can also access interesting information about volcanoes. Figure 3 shows the computer screen for this tool. The controls on this tool are very straightforward. You can advance the slide projector forward and backward, or select a slide randomly. In addition, the "Topics" menu allows you to access other short narrated lectures of interest about volcanoes.

The access to lectures in the "Topics" menu is a bit tricky. 1) hold down on the "Topics" menu, a popup menu comes up, 2) drag the mouse over the list (of 2) topics, and 3) when you've decided on the topic you want, the mouse button is lifted. The list of lectures stays visible. 4) move the mouse over the lecture you want and click it. The list of lectures then disappears.

When you are finished watching lectures, click the "Return" button and you will get back to the workshop screen.
Profile Game

The “Profile Game” is extremely important. It will help you understand how to use profiles when you get to the MAP tool, where you must use them to identify geological features for your study of the topography of the earth. The purpose of the game is to find the unknown feature and answer some questions about its dimensions and shape.

Select the game from here. Work all 6.

When you are ready to answer, click here. Click here anyway to figure out what you will have to answer.

Important!! Online help using this menu.

The feature you are studying is on this part of the screen. It is invisible in games “Random 1” and “Random 2”

Figure 4. Profile Game. This game has been designed to help you understand how to classify geological structures using elevation profiles.

Teaching tip: The Profile Game provides a good opportunity to introduce the idea of observations and interpretations. The profiles that are used to determine the shape of the geological structure are observations, while the name of the structure (trench, basin, etc.) is the interpretation.

To get to the Profile Game from the "Our Dynamic Planet Workshop", click on the “Profile Game” button. When you get to the screen shown in figure 4, take a moment to notice its help features. When you move the mouse over a button, its function is explained in a text field at the upper right of the screen. Notice the "Help" popup menu near the lower right. You can bring up the "Guide" window, or an animation that helps you visualize what an elevation profile represents.
**Important features to notice:** This screen (figure 4) shows several important features of this software. First is the "Guide" window. The Guide gives you step by step instructions on how to use each of the tools on the CD. You can click on the "Index" button (on the Guide) to see a list of particular tool features that you might want to use. Another important feature of the screen is the "rollover" help you get when you move the mouse over the buttons. This can help remind you what each button does. In addition, the "Help" popup menu brings up the Guide at any time.

**Profile Game Rules:**
You may select from 6 possible games. The first 4 games are designed to make it easy for the student to succeed, and to learn the game. The "Random" features are a bit more difficult. After you score the random game, you can continue entering new answers, but they will not be scored. You only get one chance on each random game, but the game allows you to generate new random games for "Random 1" and "Random 2", and try again. The highest score is the one that applies for your grade. Click the "Scores" button to see your current highest scores.

![Ladybug](image)

**Bug Alert:** *The profile game shows a dialog box when entering your answer or setting options. When you close these dialog boxes, use the "Done" or "Ok" buttons. Do not use the small square in the upper left corner. Also, do not click the mouse outside the dialog box, when it is showing.*
"Guide" window

The Guide is your most powerful online help. You can use it to learn how each of the software tools can be used. It even points out interesting tectonic features in the MAP software. The guide only lists topics relevant to the tool that you are currently using.

The view on the left (figure 5) is displayed when you load a tool that has a Guide. It is set at a general introduction for that tool. Click the "Next" button to go through a series of steps that orient you. For a more comprehensive set of instructions, click the "Index" button on the upper right, and a list of topics will be displayed in the top text box. When you select a topic, a list of short subjects under that topic will be displayed in the lower text box. Select a subject to bring up the information.

Geography Game

The Geography Game is intended to help the student review basic earth geography. After all, how can a student write about plate tectonics if he/she doesn't know the names of the continents and oceans? The game is full of cheering and clapping sounds and is fun to play. In a classroom of computers, headphones may be required, or the sound can be turned down to zero. There are 5 games. The score for each student is recorded and the highest score for each game can be displayed.
Figure 6. Geography Game. Use this game to review your knowledge of geography. You must be able to identify the continents, oceans, and seas from a world map. This makes it fun.

Map: Where the earth data are displayed

The most important tool is the MAP screen. It allows access all of the geological data that a student will need for a science investigation. By simply clicking the mouse, he/she will be able to make profiles of the topography, plot volcano and earthquake locations, and view movies and photos of interesting earth features. Figure 7 shows this screen.

Figure 7. Map. This is the access center for acquiring and plotting earth data. Notice the "Rollover Help" to find out what each button and field means. Please read it carefully. Notice the "Help" popup menu, which provides a choice of various kinds of help and information.
The map screen is best learned from its help features. Balloon help and the tutorial movie under the "Help" button will allow you to explore the function of each of the buttons. The most powerful help feature is the set of tutorial movies available from the "Help" popup menu. The Guide also provides detailed help and even points out interesting map features. Choose whichever help is most effective for you.

Caution: The profiles are generated from a topographic database (called ETOPO5). It varies in quality and may be wrong or lack detail in certain regions. For example, since it averages over approximately 5 mile squares of the surface, sharp mountain peaks will not show up, since their height will be averaged with surrounding lower elevations. The volcano database is also limited. It is a compilation by the Smithsonian Institute and is the best available. However, it does not contain any of the multitudes of unmapped volcanoes that we know are on the seafloor.

Important operations available in the Map software:

Latitude and Longitude:
A location on the map is determined by its latitude and longitude. When you click on a spot on the map, the latitude, longitude, and depth are displayed in a text box. Be sure you can use this, as it is very useful in describing your results and determining locations.

Magnifying and Scrolling the Map:
There are two magnifying glass icons on buttons at the upper right. Click on one and the cursor will change to a magnifying icon. Move the cursor over the point you want to magnify and click. The map will expand, with the clicked point in its center. The second magnification causes a rather large map to be loaded, which will take awhile. However, this is the way you get the most resolution. To scroll the magnified map, you click on the small index map at the upper right. Try it!

![Profile Plot](image.png)

Figure 8. Description of the profile plot. Notice that the maximum and minimum elevations on the plot are 3158 and -4819 meters. Sea level is at 0 meters, which is shown as a solid line. The length of the profile is 1,014 km. Notice the distance is in km and the elevation is in meters. The Age data shows up blue on the
screen. The plot shows 33Ma maximum age and -1Ma as minimum age. The true minimum age 0, because -1 would be in the future.

**The Profiles:**
A profile is made by first clicking on the “Profile” button, then at the two locations on the map that define the start and end of the profile you want. The profile button is the one on the right of the map, with the small line plot on it. You can make as many of these profiles as you want. All profiles are saved and can be plotted at any time. You access previous profiles using the popup menu to the right of the profile button. It is possible to plot more than one profile on the plot, but you must turn off the automatic scaling of the plot first, using the **Display Options** button.

![Profile Diagram](image)

*Figure 9. This is a profile where the scales are manually set. The depths range between +6000m and -8000m. The distance of the plot is 5000 km, but the profile is not that long.*

![Profile Diagram](image)

*Figure 10. This is the same data of figure 12, but plotted with auto scaling. Since the auto scaling sets the plot limits equal to the data limits, we can see that the maximum height is 4724m, the maximum depth is -7424m, and the length of the profile is 2.528 km.*

When you plot profiles over the ocean, you will notice that the seafloor age is also plotted. The portions of the profile on land do not have ages in the database, so age is not plotted.

**The Profile on the line of the Great Circle Path:**
The great circle path between the two endpoints of the profile is plotted on the map. The profile plot is plotted using this path as the plot axis. This will be called the “GC profile”. The path is drawn in black and the profile is in red. The purpose of this plot is only to locate general features, not to determine the actual depths. The GC profile is scaled to the maximum values. The GC path (black line) is 0 depth (sea level). If the profile is below the line, the depth is negative, which indicates a region covered by water. If the maximum depth is 6000 meters, then the maximum amplitude of the GC profile will correspond to the 6000 m depth. This distance is set to 15 pixels (the smallest unit of Macintosh screen resolution) by default (it can be changed using the “Scales on Great Circle Path” choice on the “Display Options” popup menu). But, if the maximum depth is 100 meters, the maximum amplitude of the GC profile will still be 15 pixels. So, the GC profile plot for a constant depth of 6000 meters will look precisely the same as a GC profile plot for a constant depth of 100 meters. To determine actual depth values, use the
profile plot at the bottom of the MAP screen, or click on the location where you want the depth and read its value from the text box.

**Selecting Data to be drawn on the map:**
The type of data to be plotted is selected in the "Data Select" popup menu. You must also make sure that the "Show Data" box is checked.

**The Volcanoes:**
You can plot the volcanoes by selecting "Volcanoes" data from the "Data Select" popup menu. Remember that the large number of volcanoes on the seafloor are not shown because most of their locations are not known. When you click on the symbol for a volcano, wait until the cursor returns to normal, and information about that volcano appears in a box below the map.

**Earthquakes:**
You can plot earthquake hypocenters by selecting "Quakes" in the "Data Select" popup menu. The quakes are all quakes greater than magnitude 5.0, which have been measured by the world-wide network of seismic stations operated by many organizations who report their measurements to the National Geophysical Data Center in Boulder, Colorado. Earthquake hypocenter cross-sections can be plotted by first making a profile line where you want the cross-section. Then click on "Replot Data" (Earthquake data must first be selected) and the quake database will be searched. When it is done plotting, or when you hold down the mouse button, the cross-section plot will be created. Quakes that are included in the cross-section plot are plotted in yellow on the map.

Note: The cursor shows the year of the data being plotted. To stop earthquakes from plotting, hold down the mouse button until plotting stops.

**Heat Flow:**
Select "Heat Flow" from the "Data Select" popup menu. You will see a grid of small red squares appear on the map. Click on any square to get its heat flow value displayed in the box below the map. **The most useful way to use the heat flow data is by plotting a profile of values.** You can get a profile of heat flow data the same way earthquake profiles are plotted. First, make a topographic profile between the points for your desired heat flow profile. Make sure you have selected "Heat Flow" from the "Data Select" popup menu. Then click on the "Replot" button. A box will be drawn around the profile line and heat flow values within it will plot as yellow. A profile of heat flow values will then be plotted in the box below the map.

**The Click Spots:**
Select "Click Spots" from the "Data Select" menu. When you click on one of these dots, a database of images and movies is accessed. Movies "linked" to the spot you clicked on will show up in the "ClickSpots" popup menu. Select one and it will appear. To close a movie, click on the close box on the upper left corner of the window. To close a graphic, just click on it and it will disappear. **Black rectangles** on the map indicate a figure that
spans approximately the area of the rectangle. Click inside it to access the figures linked to it.

**Area Maps:**
Select "Area Maps" from the "Data Select" menu. A number of black boxes will appear. These define the boundaries of each area map. Click inside one of the boxes, then select the map from the "Clickspots" popup menu. A detailed area map will appear. You can then plot volcanoes, quakes, or click spots on this map. To return to the base map, select "Base Map" from the "Data" menu.

**Place Names:**
Select "Place Names" from the "Data Select" menu. A lot of rectangles will show up on the map. These rectangles approximately enclose important earth features. Click inside of one of them and use the "Clickspots" menu to see the names of the enclosed features.

**How to:**
* **Get the maximum and minimum depths on a profile:** When you make a profile, the plot is scaled to the maximum and minimum depth of the profile. Just read it off of the plot.

* **To set the maximum and minimum depth on a profile plot to specific values:** You might want to do this if you want to compare different profiles. Autoscaling could make comparisons between profiles difficult to visualize. From the "Display Options" popup menu, select "Elevation Plot". Then enter the maximum and minimum values into the indicated boxes. Notice that the "Auto Scale" checkboxes become unchecked. To return to auto scaling of the profile plot, come back to this dialog and set the autoscale check boxes for each of the axes.

* **Age plot idiosyncrasy:** Sometimes the minimum age on the age plot (on the same display as the elevation profile) will show a minimum value of -1 Ma. Since ages are figured backward in time, the -1 value is actually in the future. Ignore it. It should be 0 age.

* **Put more than one profile on the depth plot:** Select “Elevation Plot” on the “Display Options” popup menu and click in the “Multiple Plots” box. You must not have any of the “Auto Scale” boxes checked. This assures that each profile has the same scale on the plot.

* **Get the depth at a place on the map:** Click on the place you want the depth. It will be displayed in a field to the right of the map.

* **Get the length of a profile, in km:** The length of the profile is always displayed in the box to the right of the “Budget” button. You can tell what it is because its units are km.

* **To save an image from the MAP screen:** Display the data the way you want it. Click on the "Camera" icon. Then move the mouse over the upper left hand corner of the
rectangle you want to capture. Hold the mouse down. Drag the mouse (moving the mouse without letting up on the mouse button) to the lower right corner of the rectangle you want. Note that a square bounding box is drawn. If this box does not start at the corner you specified, you need to hold the mouse down a bit longer before dragging it. When you lift the mouse, you will get a small dialog box asking you for a name for the image file. Don't make your names too long.

**Read "Example Investigations into Plate Tectonics."** This material is in another section of the workshop notebook. It discusses how the Our Dynamic Planet data can be used to investigate a number of interesting topics relevant to plate tectonics.
Appendix II
Anatomy of a Science Paper

Assignment Description
The purpose of this writing assignment is to help you understand how convergent and divergent plate boundaries differ and how to use earth data to determine the boundary type.

Preparation for the assignment:
1) Carefully read this description. You can print it out by clicking the "Print" icon below this text field.
2) Read the textbook on plate tectonics. You can also watch the Virtual Lecture in the "Our Dynamic Planet" module. This shows animations of how plates move on the earth. Next, read the "Plate Tect Summary" file. You can access this file from the help files list on the right. This document emphasizes the data that can be used to develop your interpretation, so is very pertinent to this assignment.
3) You will also need to become proficient with annotating the figures that you capture from the "Our Dynamic Planet" module. The Guide has several tutorials about annotating figures, and they will save you time on this and future writing assignments, as well as improve your grade.

To begin the assignment:
1) Select "Our Dynamic Planet" from the "Data" dropdown list that is visible on the Assignment Index screen.
2) Go to the MAP module.
3) Select "Small Area Maps" from the "Data" dropdown menu.
4) The two regions you will focus on will be the Tonga region at about 29deg S, 180degW (region A), and the East Pacific Rise at about 50deg S, 115deg W (region B). You can find these places on the MAP by clicking on a location and noting the lat/lon in the location field.

Your task(s):
1) Use the data available in the MAP module of the "Our Dynamic Planet" module to characterize the plate boundaries at the two specified locations specified above. Make a "model" of each location. This must be a simple sketch that you draw yourself. It doesn't have to be pretty, but does have to include the most important features that characterize the particular plate boundary. Use as many different data types as are appropriate (and available on the CD) to support your model.
2) Follow the structure given in "Anatomy of a Science Paper". This resource is in your lab book, or can be downloaded from here from the Resources list (here it's called "Science Writing Styles").

Ways students improve their grade:
1) Start early so there is time to interact with the TA and Prof., and recover from any computer problems.
2) Read the instructions.
3) Write clearly and briefly. If you were telling your non-science friend about this, how would you express it to him/her?
4) Explicitly demonstrate how the data that you illustrate lends support to the model figure that you draw. It is not enough to just show a data plot. You must describe the salient features and show how it agrees with your model's features and predictions.
5) Attend class, where these issues are often discussed.

Ways students sometimes lower their grade:
1) Don't read the instructions for the assignment.
2) Don't read "Anatomy of a Science Paper", in your lab book, which clearly spells out how to write this paper.
3) Use too many figures
4) Use too few figures
5) Scan your model figure from the book, rather than drawing your own.
6) Write a "book report" where no data are used.
7) Don't use a location map
8) Don't annotate figures
9) Don't start until the last evening before the due time
10) Don't interact with your TA or professor when questions arise. This can happen when you start so late that they are not available.

Writing the paper
The following sections explain, in great detail, how to put together your short science papers. Please read it carefully. This format is very common in science writing and will help you present your thoughts in an organized and clear way.

This description is specific to the plate tectonics paper. The other writing assignments will follow the same format and principles, but will vary in some details, so be sure to carefully read each assignment.

General writing tips:
1) The paper should be organized carefully. Follow the structure discussed below.
2) Each section of your paper will be composed of paragraphs. Each paragraph should begin with a topic sentence which states the point you will make in that paragraph. Every sentence after that should support the topic sentence. Paragraphs are typically four to eight sentences long and each sentence should address only one point.
3) Make your sentences simple, but vary their length to make the paper interesting.
4) Avoid the passive tense. It is boring. An example of the passive tense is: "It was shown that......." An example of the active tense is: "I have shown that .........."
5) Avoid contractions. These are for more informal writing, like that in this workbook. Say "can not" instead of "can't."
6) Be careful with “Replace All” on your word processor. You may replace words that you don’t intend to replace.

Visual Presentation:
The online EarthEd writing software makes it easy for you to write your paper by providing the basic topic headings and guiding you regarding what each should contain. Your printouts will have a consistent format. Printing is meant mostly for proof reading and as backup in case something goes wrong. It is best to write your assignment directly into the EarthEd Writer screen. Save your file periodically, but become familiar with the automatic backups that get written to your hard drive every five or ten minutes. To access them, click on the "Disaster Recovery" button.

All figures are linked from your personal storage area, or from the common graphics library accessible to all students. Getting figures into your storage area is extremely easy.
with the EarthEd software. You can upload figures from any source, or draw your own using the graphics drawing tool.

Your paper should be thoroughly proofread.

**Do not scan in figures from the book.** Your work must reflect your own thinking and the book may provide beautiful images, but a crude sketch that shows that you understand the material is preferable.

**Headings**

Technical writing follows a specific format. This format varies, depending on the subject and requirements of the magazine or journal publishing the article. But, there are common features to all formats. The format described here will be. **Your paper must have headings matching those described below.**

- Introduction
- Methods:
- Observations
- Interpretation
- References

**Introduction Heading**

A very important parts of a science paper is the introduction. You should orient the reader. Why are you writing this essay? In just a few sentences, explain the topic of the paper and why it is important or interesting.

Here are some examples of weak and strong sentences that might appear in an introduction:

**Strong statements:**
I will discuss the general shape of the sea floor and discuss how the motion of the plates affects that shape. I will show how the topography is related to the distribution of volcanoes and earthquake and how these data can be used to determine the kind of boundary between the various plates.

**Weak statements:**
Plate Tectonics is really a neat subject. I'm writing this to satisfy the writing requirement and will discuss lots of interesting features.

**Introduction checklist**
The Introduction should cover:

___ What is the topic of investigation in your paper?
Why should anybody care? Don’t just say it’s interesting and important. Say what’s interesting and why.

**Methods Heading**

This section is where you discuss how and where you got the data. Maybe you made your own measurements, for example, if you went to sea and measured depth profiles, or possibly you measured earthquakes with seismic equipment. For this course, you will be accessing data from existing databases. You should describe those databases and explain any of the inherent limitations of the data.

Here are some examples of statements that might appear in a Methods section:

**Strong statements:**
This study is based on sea surface temperature data acquired by the Nimbus satellite. The data are available from NASA at [http://www.nasa.gov/data/nimbus/SST/](http://www.nasa.gov/data/nimbus/SST/) and are accurate to about 0.5 C. The temperature data are available on a 5km grid spacing at 1 week intervals.

**Weak statements:**
The software used in this course is really cool. It shows the locations of volcanoes and earthquakes, and the topography can be displayed using the ETOPO5 database, which is on the "Our Dynamic Planet" CD. This is a really cool course and I will learn a lot from these data.

**Methods checklist**
The Methods section should contain:
___ A description of how the data were collected (reference any web sites or the "Our Dynamic Planet" module.
___ State the source and accuracy of the basic data that you will use
___ References to data sources (see Lab #3 for a description of the "Our Dynamic Planet" data)

**Observations Heading**

Your observations or "data" are described in this section. It is not necessary to talk about conclusions or reasoning here. Just stick to what you observed.

**Qualitative Observations:**
Qualitative observations are not really specific, often relating to some arbitrary and unspecified reference. For example: "the waves are big," or "that hill was quite steep." To an experienced big wave rider, the waves may be quite small, but to a non-surfer, they may seem quite large. Steepness of a hill on a hike is also very subjective. A person who hikes a lot may find a hill much less steep than a couch potato. Qualitative observations are not very useful in technical writing, unless you are specifically discussing your reaction to an observation (which is rarely done).
Quantitative Observations:
Quantitative means you are actually observing Quantities. For example: "the waves are between 10 and 12 feet high," or "the hill rises at a 45 degree angle," or "the hill rises at a 50% grade."

Clarity of Observations:
The discussion on "Using Figures" should be read carefully. You should be sure to first tell the reader where you made your observations. The location could be marked on a map. When maps are of a very local area, an inset showing a larger area that is more familiar to the intended reader will be provided.

You observations should include statements that:
- describe the data you are presenting (including figures). Note that figure captions should point out the most important features in a figure. Use the figures you need, but be economical with figures. See the discussion on figures.
- name features that are evident in the data
- describe relationships between observations

Examples of observations:
Strong observations:
Many volcanic mountain ranges (chains) such as the Andes, the Aleutians, and the Japanese Islands run parallel to deep, long oceanic trenches.

The Japan-Kuril trench is ____ km long and ranges in depth from ____ to more than 9000 m.

The East Pacific Rise begins at about 56°S 118°W and ends near the end of the Gulf of California. It has a typical elevation of -2800m, significantly higher than the surrounding seafloor which is typically 4000m or more beneath the sea surface.

Weak observations:
Volcanoes are next to trenches.

The trench near Japan is deep and long.

Observations checklist:
The observations section should contain:
- A description of each observation
- Figures illustrating your data
- A reference to each figure in the paper. Don’t assume that the reader knows why you put in a particular figure. Explain, in the text, what the figure shows.
- Quantitative observations, whenever possible
Figures must be in the order they are referred to in the text. Refer to Figure 1, then 2, etc.

Make sub-headings, if appropriate, for observations in different areas. For example, you might have, for area subheadings: South America, Tonga-Fiji Region, Global Observations, etc.

Use more than one profile to characterize a linear feature. There may be interesting variations along the feature that will add substance to your paper.

Use multiple kinds of data to support your interpretations. For example, elevations, quakes, volcanoes, and seafloor age can usually all be used to support a plate tectonic interpretation.

A good way to get a C or less on this paper is to ignore the data on the CD-ROM "Our Dynamic Planet," and make a book report on plate tectonics. This kind of paper misses the point of the assignment.

Interpretations Heading

Here is where you relate your theory or model to the observations. You may need to adjust the theory to fit the data. Generally, this is an iterative process of creating a model or prediction of the outcome, taking data, and then modifying the model to fit the data.

Each interpretation must be backed up by one or more observation(s). Simple sketches or cartoons should be used at this point.

Conflicts in the data:
Unfortunately, the real world is not so nice as your textbook. Data rarely agree perfectly with your interpretation. Data also have errors, so may be expected to disagree to some extent. It is important to be forthright about where the data disagree with your model. Maybe you can refine or improve your model if you expand your thinking to consider modification or complexities in your model.

You will find that earthquakes do not always produce "classic" textbook patterns, and the volcanoes dataset may be missing volcanoes where observations are not available.

Honesty:
It is very important to refrain from over-interpreting your data, or exaggerating its accuracy. It is also important to include all of your data, rather than only select data which agree with your preconceived ideas. Sometimes we observe data that do not fit with our expected conclusions. It is very tempting to just forget about it or blame it on a malfunctioning measuring instrument. Discarding good observations is a way to miss a very important discovery that might just disagree with preconceived ideas.

Science has a very high "trust factor." This is because the ethics of science are based on honesty and openness of reporting. Experiments must be repeatable by others, and important experiments are always checked or repeated. Journal articles are critically reviewed by other scientists who are experts in the field. Of course, there may be great
debates about the meaning of the observations. These debates are part of the scientific process. Scientific honesty means that the person making the observations is scrupulous in reporting "just the facts." The facts are not only the observations, but also the accuracy of the observations.

**Your interpretations section should include statements that (refer to Lab 3 homework, part 2):**
- emphasize relationships between observations (e.g., volcanoes and trench, earthquakes and volcanoes, elevation and age, etc)
- describe your plate tectonics model (a sketch, not a figure from a book or web page)
- show correspondence between your model and the observations
- discuss areas where the observations do not support the model. This could occur from genuine conflicts between observations and model, or simply because there are no data that can tell you about it.

**Example, Observation and following Interpretation:**
**The Observation:** The topography shows a trench-like feature (Figure 3) which plunges to a depth of 8,000 meters from a depth in the West of 3,000 meters. This trench extends along the full Western margin of South America, for about XXXXX km. The Andes Mountain Range lies to the West, along the western boundary of South America. **The Interpretation:** The many active volcanoes in this mountain range suggest that it was built by volcanic activity (Figure 4). Several cross-sections of earthquakes (Figure 5) show a descending pattern characteristic of subduction zones. Figure 6 shows a sketch of my model for this structure, which is a classic subduction zone. **Note that these interpretations are backed by observations.**

You should be particularly careful to look at more than one profile in your study area. For South America, you would want to do a number of sections along its western boundary. This might allow you to make a more detailed picture of the shape of the descending slab.

**Interpretations checklist:**
The Interpretations section should contain the following:
- Interpretation of each of the observations that you present in the Observations section
- How your interpretations relate to those of others (e.g., your textbook)
- References (see “References” discussion) to any material discussed from other sources
- A sketch (model) of your interpretation of the observations
- A discussion of the sketch (model) and how your observations support it.
- A discussion of any data that disagree with your observations

Note: Most science papers also include an abstract, discussion and conclusions section. This assignment incorporates the most important features of scientific thinking, though, without getting too detailed in specific formats.
Using figures to illustrate your paper:
The old cliche that says a picture is worth a thousands words applies especially in science and technical writing. This kind of writing can get complicated and extremely difficult to understand. Any time you can illustrate a point with a picture or sketch, the clarity of the presentation is enhanced. Most people are not really very good at visualizing geometrical shapes and physical phenomena that have been described with words. A picture fills in questions in the reader's mind and lessens the tedium of pages of text.

The busy reader may only look at your figures and read the captions. This underscores the importance of good captions. Figure captions should briefly describe what the figure shows. For this example, Figure 2 would have a caption that said something like: "Locations of the three studies discussed in this paper." That would be enough.

When writing a technical paper related to the Earth, it is important to show the reader where the study took place. Where is the study location on the Earth? Figure 2 shows how this can be done on a Mercator map of the world like the one in your lab manual. Each study area is clearly marked so that you can refer to it in the text without requiring the reader to remember previous location descriptions. All locations that you mention in the text must be indicated on the location map.

![Figure 2. Areas of study.](image)

Since you will be using profiles in your paper, you will want to use figures to show samples of profiles. Maybe you want to illustrate the geometry of a trench, or show profiles across a mid-ocean ridge. Figure 3 shows a representation that would successfully show the location of a number of profiles.

Figure 4 shows an example of how you might print a series of detailed profile plots, which give vital information like the elevations and distances. You should think of the Figure 3...
profiles as merely locating the profile positions, which Figure 4 shows the actual profile data.

**Mistakes using figures:**
Believe it or not, you can over-use figures. A big pile of figures showing everything you did will simply not produce a good paper. It is the job of the technical writer to condense the information so that the reader can easily assimilate the information and come away convinced of the correctness of the conclusions. That is the main purpose of using figures, but don’t overdo it. If you have lots of figures, you might try combining them. However, each figure should not be too complex. You have to exercise some judgement and restraint to keep the balance between having too many figures and having figures that are too complicated.

**Notating figures:** Another mistake is just using raw figures. A reader should be able to glance at the figure and caption and get a good idea of what the figure expresses. This means you should use to graphics editing tool to draw arrows to important features that you are examining in your investigation. Captions should also describe the purpose of the figure.

Here are the Figures referred to in the text. For readability, it is best to put the figures near to where they are referred to, rather than group them all at the end of your paper.
Symbols to use on maps:

The symbols to the left can be drawn on the map to indicate the presence of mountains. If the mountains are volcanoes, you could put a wiggly line indicating smoke coming out. Colored pencils can be used to advantage, to make your map more readable.

![Symbols](image)

The above symbols are used to represent ridges, which are places where the lithosphere is spreading apart, and trenches, where the plates are pushing together. The cross section view shows the geometry of the down-going side of the trench. The saw teeth are pointed in the direction of motion of the plate that is being subducted.

Legends:
Although the use of particular symbols may follow a convention, it is always important to include a "legend." This is a section on the map that shows the meaning of the symbols. An example of a legend is shown at the left. It is simply a listing of what each symbol, line type, or line color means. Other information that you should put on a map is an arrow showing the direction of north. For the world map, north is obvious, so you don’t need it. Smaller maps require a north arrow.

Figures checklist:
- Each figure shown has a numbered caption, which describes the figure.
- Each figure is mentioned and explained in the text.
- Figures are numbered according to the order in which they are mentioned in the text.
- Figures are clear and easy to read. If the data do not show up clearly on the figure, mark on it with colored pen.
- There are no figures that are photocopied/scanned from the text, or any other source.

References:
All data, text, and figures that you get from other sources must be referenced. When you speak of other peoples' work in the body of your text, you use a reference. For example:

*In recent years, considerable effort has been directed towards investigating the biological consequences of climate change (see Bolin et al. 1986; Chapin et al. 1992; Fautin et al. 1992, for reviews).*
Or:

*Ocean uptake of carbon is simulated with the world ocean general circulation model (OGCM) of Toggweiler et al. [1989], as modified by Toggweiler and Samuels [1993]. etc.*

There are various styles for referring to others' work, and you may choose any style that is clear. Don't mix styles, though. Notice that you are referring to the author's name, and a date. This will identify a specific reference in the reference list, which must appear at the end of your paper.

Examples follow:

**References:**


Note that the first reference is to a book and the second is to a scientific journal article. Each journal requires a slightly different format for references. You may use the format above.

**Form of book reference to use:**

<Author>, <Year>, <Title>, <Title of book>, <editor or edition of book>, <page numbers of your reference>, <Publisher>, <City of publisher>.

**Form of paper reference to use:**

<Author>, <Year>, <Title>, <Name of journal>, <Volume number of journal>, <page numbers of article>.

**Internet references:**

An action-alert posted on the web:


An article from a newspaper on the web:


---

**Final checklist:**

___ Name, section, and perm number at the top.
All specified headings included (see “Format of Paper”).

The paper may include any number of figures and drawings. Small figures should be included in the text (drawing them on the computer is optional). Full page figures can be inserted at the closest spot where they are referred to.

Do not include any figures photocopied/scanned from the textbook.

⚠️ All papers will be handed in on-line through the EarthEd system, unless otherwise specified.
Appendix III
Plate Tectonics CPR Assignment Scoresheet

This is in the format used by EarthEd. Items for each heading follow a delimiter with "####" and the heading name. The "Overall" heading applies to items that pertain to the entire paper. The numbers at the end of each item are the possible point values for each item.

#### Overall#

****
Author shows an understanding of the theory of plate tectonics.
0,1,2
****
Punctuation and spelling are accurate
0,1,2
****
All paper sections are included and include the appropriate content. This means that observations are in the observations section and interpretations are in the interpretations section.
0,1,2
****
Figures are numbered, referred to in the text, have informative captions, and are organized in the order that they are referred to in the text (Credit is reduced for using irrelevant or superfluous figures)
0,1,2
****
Data and others' work are adequately referenced throughout the paper
0,1,2

#### Introduction#

****
The topic of investigation is easy to identify.
0,1,2
****
The region A and B study areas are clearly indicated on a world map and more detailed country map, if needed. This item should also receive credit if the location map is linked to in the Observations section.
0,1,2

#### Methods#

****
Methods of data collection are described.
0,1,2
****
Accuracy and limitations of the data are discussed.
0,1,2
****
Data and sources are accurately referenced.
0,1,2

#### Observations#

****
The location of all elevation, volcano, and quake cross-section profiles that are discussed in the text are shown on the detailed area map.
0,1,2
****
All cross section profiles are labelled so their location on the detailed area map can be determined.
0,1,2
****
Observations are clearly supported by figures that show data and location of data
0,1,2
****
Data and data representations are described in the text. Quantitative descriptions are used (e.g. depth of trench, depth of quakes, etc).
0,1,2
****
Multiple data sources are used, when appropriate, to identify geological features. Elevation, quake and volcano data should be used for region A, and elevation, age, and quake data should be used for region B.
0,1,2
****
Relationships among observations are made clear (e.g. does author show how quakes and volcanoes lie parallel to the trench?)
0,1,2
#### Interpretations#
****
A simple sketch model of both of the regions shows the most important features of the boundary type. Locations of the various data types should also be shown (e.g. shows where are the quakes expected, shows where are the volcanoes expected).
0,1,2
****
The author describes clearly how the data match with the features illustrated in the model (simple sketches).
0,1,2
****
The author correctly identifies region A as a convergent boundary.
0,1,2
****
The author correctly identifies region B as a divergent boundary.
0,1,2
#### References#
****
References are cited in correct format
0,1,2
Appendix IV: Example activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question of the Day:</th>
<th>Name:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Making a Scientific Argument</em></td>
<td>Perm:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your bar code label here</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A scientific argument must persuade the reader that the data you present, and your arguments are strong enough, to support your theory, model, or proposed action. The effective writer will make it easy for the reader to understand her/his arguments and the data that support them. This means that figures must be annotated clearly, irrelevant material must be left out, meanings and descriptions must be precise, and the conclusion must follow from the arguments that are presented.

It turns out that the elements of a scientific argument consist of 6 kinds of sentences. In a broader context, there will be variations, but if you master this simple method, you will be able to apply this method in a wide variety of contexts.

You will read the two papers and classify each sentence according to the six choices listed below. The quality of the presentation of the data and scientific discussion in the two papers varies widely. The figures have not been included and we will take it as “given” that the figures are of acceptable quality.

For each of the sentences in the two papers, classify according to whether it:

7. Includes an observation, or description of an observation.
8. Names or classifies an observation in terms of geological features.
9. Describes a feature that has been observed and classified, or that the author implies has been observed and classified.
10. Describes relationships between different observed and classified features.
11. Describes or explains a model or theory.
12. Describes relationships between and/or observed features that match (or disagree with) model features.

Paper 1: For each of the numbered sentences, enter the corresponding classification from the list above. Ignore sentences that don’t fit any of the above classifications.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Paper 2: For each of the numbered sentences, enter the corresponding .

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Paper 1:

Introduction

The area of study is the Kurile trench, identified as a small area on the class CDROM (Figure 1). This area corresponds to a plate boundary thought to exist by geologists between the Pacific plate and the Indo-Australian plate (Segar, p.62). The data collected supports the theory of plate tectonics at a convergent plate boundary.

Methods

The data includes topographical profiles created through the ETOP05 elevation dataset which consists of digital elevation data of sea floor and land. The sources for this data come from: Ocean Areas—US Naval Oceanographic Office; USA, W. Europe, Japan, Korea, US Defense Mapping Agency; Australia: Bureau of Mineral Resources; New Zealand: Department of Industrial and Scientific Research; US Navy Fleet Numerical Oceanographic Center. Gridded data varies in resolution from 5 minutes latitude/longitude to 1 degree. Earthquakes are from USGS preliminary determination of epicenters and volcano data are from the Smithsonian Institution Volcano database.

Observations

Three profiles taken along the coastal region of the Khamchatka Peninsula display the topographic features of an oceanic trench (see Figure 2 for profile locations). Thousands of volcanoes exist parallel to the trench and 200-400 km inland (Figure 2). The trench lies at 60 degrees N latitude and 160 degrees E longitude and extends for 2,200 km in length along this coast. One profile displays the gentle upward slope of the Pacific Ocean Basin which then becomes drastically altered by the sudden drop-off of the trench (Figure 3). Following the trench, a virtual linear rise occurs as the profile moves northwest and inland. A second profile confirmed the presence of the trench 500 km to the south of the first profile, but showed a 400 km long basin located behind the vertical rise of the volcanoes. The basin dips 3,000 m below sea level (Figure 4). A third profile shows both the existence of the trench another 250 km to the south and the land features described by the first two profiles (Figure 5).

Earthquakes’ foci were also plotted along the same path as the middle topographic profile of the Khamchatka coast. The plot shows earthquakes occur consistently along this trench.
A cross section of earthquake activity along the middle profile shows a descending pattern of earthquakes to depths of 600 km (Figure 7).

**Interpretations**

Areas such as the Kurile Trench along the Khamchatka coast show the characteristic patterns of a continental convergent margin between two plates. In this scenario, a plate containing oceanic crust collides with a plate made of continental crust. One of the plates descends beneath another, into the Earth's asthenosphere (Figure 8). A topographic trench is formed where one of the plates begins its descent. This process is called subduction. The sinking plate causes a corresponding pattern of deep earthquakes along its boundary. Melting magma along the upper edge of the plate rises to the surface, creating volcanoes. Figure 9 shows a cross-section diagram across the middle profile, showing the subduction model and observations of topography, quakes, and volcanoes that occur in agreement with the model.

**Paper 2**

**Introduction**

I will discuss the motions of the plates and their effecting result on the sea floor and the Earth. At the center of my discussion will be the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and why it has formed into an S shape. It is an underwater mountain range, also known as an oceanic divergent margin.

**Observations**

The Mid-Atlantic Ridge is a very interesting part of our Earth. It is an underwater mountain range, also known as an oceanic divergent margin. This ridge runs north to south down the center of the Atlantic from the North Pole to Antarctica. Many different plates meet at the ridge including the North American, the Eurasian, the South American, and the African Plate. The ridge extends at one point as deep as 5,625 m below sea level. It stretches east to west from Europe and Africa to the east coast of the Americas, 2,547 km. This is evident in Figure 1.

An oceanic divergent margin means that the plates, which form the Earth, meet and disperse in opposite directions. The resultant gap from these diverging plates is filled up with uprooted, low density magma. This process leads to the series of volcanoes which form
into a ridge in the gap left by the plates. (13) This process is known as sea floor spreading. (14) This is also illustrated in Figure 1. (15) The aging crust then sinks steadily down, while the mountains in the ridge slowly move outward while new ones fill in their place. (16) The mountains move in the direction of the plate. (17) This part of the process, combined with narrowness of the Atlantic and the shape of the continents, leads to the S shape formed by the ridge. (18)

**Interpretations**

My study shows the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is an oceanic divergent margin that is formed in an S shape due to many different factors including ocean size, plate motion, volcanic activity, and sea floor spreading. (19) This is proven by the data gathered from the map program and is reinforced by the area’s topography, which includes volcanoes and earthquakes. (20)

After you are finished with the classification exercise, which paper do you think presented the most effective argument? Can you tell which paper is the most effective by the relative numbers of various classifications of statements.